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War thunders in Europe

n Feb. 24, the president of Russia, Vladimir Putin, ordered the army to invade
Ukraine. Russia and Ukraine share a border, and in the past, were part of the
same nation – the Soviet Union, or USSR, until it dissolved in 1991 and its members became independent countries. Putin insists that Ukraine is fundamentally part of
Russia rather than an independent country. The overwhelming majority of Ukrainians
disagree.
Events in 2014 marked a breaking point for Ukraine
and Russia. Ukrainian citizens had voted in favor of trying to join the European Union (EU) and that process
began. Russia pressured the then-president, Viktor Yanukovych, and he stopped the process. Ukrainian citizens
took to the streets in protest and drove him out of office,
and he fled to Russia for safety. The Russian army then
invaded Crimea, an important peninsula in southern
Ukraine, and claimed it for Russia. Fast forward to 2022
and things have escalated, as Putin is hungry to reestablish the boundaries of the USSR, or even the historical
Russian Empire from the distant past.
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ince the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Western
military alliance, NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization), has expanded eastward. NATO is a
military alliance that values democratic views and market economics, and many Eastern European countries
have joined NATO since 1991. In 2008, NATO stated
that Ukraine might be able to join the alliance in the future. Russia sees NATO as a military and political threat
and Ukraine joining NATO is unacceptable to Putin.
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ot only are Ukrainians suffering, but Russians, too. Putin has strangled the press
so that there no longer are any independent news Russian organizations operating inside Russia. Most international news agencies have also pulled their reporters out of Moscow. Almost all the members of the United Nations have condemned
Russia’s attacks, and many nations have joined together to impose economic sanctions
on Russia. International companies are cutting business ties with Russian companies,
and banks are no longer transferring funds.
Many Russians have taken to the streets in protest,
but this has become increasingly dangerous since a new
law has made it a crime to oppose the war publicly. In
street protests during the first few weeks of the war, an
estimated 13,000 people were arrested across Russia.
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lthough Russia has many more tanks, soldiers and
arms than Ukraine does, its military has failed to
capture major Ukrainian cities such as the capital, Kyiv, due to fierce resistance by Ukrainian military
and citizen-fighters. However, it has bombed into rubble
many important historical cities, attacked schools and
hospitals, and driven families to live in underground
shelters or flee the country. Some 10 million people have
been displaced. Among them, 4 million refugees, mostly
women and children, have fled Ukraine, mainly to Poland, Moldova and other neighboring countries. The
civilian casualties and deaths number in the thousands.
- Betsabeth Cacho-Lopez

TikTok’s funny, but think before you laugh
stephaniexiloj
in my opinion
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e’ve all seen those TikToks. There
is the one with the guy smiling
about his successful life, but suddenly the happiness is disrupted by a letter. How bad could it be? Oof, it turns out
he has been drafted for World War III. Or
maybe you’ve seen the one where a young
woman immediately starts cleaning or
cooking at the mention of World War III.
When I saw them first back in late January, I chuckled at these videos. There was
something ironic and far-fetched about
them that made me laugh.
However, all laughter went silent when
Russian President Vladimir Putin invaded
Ukraine and threatened the West. I started
to worry. What will this look like for us?
Will the United States get involved? But
Ukraine isn’t one of our NATO allies, so
maybe not.
Two weeks later, my mother called me.
Panicked, she told me my brother’s U.S.
army unit was being deployed to Poland,
but wasn’t sure if my brother would be going. My thoughts spiraled: Will my brother
be sent to war? What about his wife and
kids? Suddenly, a distant war had become
my family’s close-up reality.
The TikToks about the draft didn’t seem
appropriate anymore, not just because I
feared for my brother, but because I realized what was at stake. If U.S. troops were
being deployed, it meant things could escalate easily. It meant we should prepare
ourselves for the worst.
When these TikToks first started, Putin
had just announced his “special operation”
in Ukraine. Now three weeks into the conflict, “humorous” TikToks are plain out ignorant. How can I laugh at a joke when I
had just watched a video where a Russian
tank ran over a civilian car in Ukraine? Or
watched maternity hospitals being bombed
or the many people lying dead on the
ground in the video President Zelenskyy
presented to the U.S. Congress calling on

them to close the sky. How could anyone?
It’s just not funny and people should realize that.
When the war started, a friend texted
our group chat: “I thought we were done
with war.” I felt the same way - I thought we
were done with war, at least World Wars.
But the truth is, we’ve never been done
with war. There have been many wars since
the last world war ended in 1945. Until recently, the United States was at war in Afghanistan for more than two decades. It’s
just that there hasn’t been a major war in
Europe since the 1990s, in what used to be
Yugoslavia.
Some people question why the war in
Ukraine is getting so much attention when

other countries at war don’t. Some say it’s
an example of racism or ethno-centrism
by white leaders. Others emphasize that
Ukraine is a developed country, which
makes it different from other contemporary wars.
This may have some truth in it. As a society, we may pay more attention to the war
in Ukraine. The life of citizens in Ukraine
looks more like ours- going to school or
work, grabbing a quick coffee, enjoying a
weekend movie or concert.
It makes us wonder, “If war can break
out in Ukraine, a developed country, then
war can also break out here. We aren’t so
different.”
Some people assume that because we

Ukrainian father says goodbye to his children as they flee the country by train.

live in a developed country, wars that occur in areas like the Middle East are “irrelevant” to us. But, the war in Ukraine should
be a wake-up call: “War can happen in any
country.”
I hope this wake-up call brings about a
change in people’s attitudes, that it reminds
us that all wars are heartbreaking and deserve our attention. I hope it prompts us
all to educate ourselves on the global community and to feel compassion and outrage over terrible conflicts, even if they are
happening far away. And I hope, at least, it
makes people think twice about re-sharing
those unfunny TikToks, memes and other
forms of media.
photo courtesy of Fotoreserg/ Www.depositphotos.com
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Local Russians condemn Putin, propaganda
narrative of the situation through propaganda on state-run media. Russian TV
he war between Russia and Ukraine
broadcasts regularly promote a version that
has caused an outpouring of support
says Ukrainian forces are attacking their
for Ukrainians all over the world. In
own people and Russia is just trying to proneighboring countries, people are opening
tect its people.
their arms to Ukrainians who have had to
“For people who are not proactive with
flee their homes, while farther away, people
obtaining that information or are not that
have started fundraisers and used social
digitally steady, the only option is the TV,
media to spread awareness.
which is just propaganda” Olga said. “And
Amid all the support for Ukrainians,
the level has gone insane.”
Russians have often faced the burdens of
For some Russians, another challenge is
stereotypes, misinformation and misunhow they feel about their identity.
derstanding. Many Russians who know the
“I do struggle when I hear people saytrue nature of the war have fled the country
ing ‘Russians are bad’... I don’t feel like I’m
due to increasingly totalitarian repressions
ready to let go of my national identity beby the government, while ordicause I am proud of the heritage of
nary Russians are struggling with
my country,” Olga said.
economic sanctions and changes
At the same time, she condemns
to everyday life.
what Russia is doing. “Any hard“It’s very important to differships that Russians might theoretientiate the fact that it’s not Russia,
cally experience, they do not come
it’s Putin and the Putin adminiseven close to what our Ukrainian
tration and the government,” said
friends are facing,” Olga said.
Sasha Boudtchenko, a RussianThe anonymous teenager, who
American senior attending Palo
also has family and friends in
Alto High School. “It’s not like all
both Russia and Ukraine, said she
Russian people are like ‘Yeah let’s
doesn’t know “a single person” who
fight Ukraine.’”
supports Russia’s attacks.
As major news outlets report
“I spent a majority of my life in
on the devastation, many fall into
Moscow, and I don’t know anybody
hasty generalizations in headlines
that supports this in any way,” the
and video titles. This affects the
teenager said. “I’ve checked with
audience’s perception of Russia almost all of them - those who can
and Russians - as a whole.
contact me.”
“People will read headlines
As Ukrainian communities
and just summaries, and not rearound the world receive support,
ally read the whole article,” said
many Russian emigres are showing
a 17-year-old Russian immigrant
support for them while also expewho lived in Palo Alto until 2018
riencing judgement and fear.
but now lives in the midwest and
“I think with all Russians livasked not to be named for privacy
ing abroad, the duty lies to speak
reasons. “Headlines are always
up because we are less exposed to
like Russia, Russia, Russia. Well
risks,” said Olga. “It’s very imporit’s not Russia, it’s Putin, it’s the
tant for me to say that, as a Russian
photo by fotoreserg/ www. depositphotos.com
Kremlin, it’s the Russian regime,
person, I condemn the war.”
it’s the government.”
Ukrainian mother adjusts her baby’s sweater in a subway in Kharkiv on March 24.
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By Sarai Wagner

In response to Russia’s attacks, dozens
of countries have imposed economic sanctions on Russia. These affect wealthy leaders, businesses and also ordinary people.
“My grandparents ... they’ve lost so
much money that they will probably never
get back because of the way Russian banks
are working right now,” said the anonymous Russian teen.
Olga Chumanskaya, an MBA candidate at Stanford University who has been
organizing to help Ukraine, spent most of
her life in Russia. She said there is a debate
over the usefulness of sanctions, since Russia is not a democracy. People there cannot
safely protest the sanctions and demand an

end to the war.
“I do empathize with them because in
reality they have no way to influence what
is happening in the country,” Olga said.
While Russian-Americans worry about
their relatives back in Russia, many have
loved-ones in Ukraine, too.
“The cultures are also very intertwined,”
Sasha said. “There are many people who
are Russians and live in Ukraine, and many
Ukrainians who live in Russia. We’re not
Ukrainian but we definitely have people living there and have personal connections.”
For the Russians within Russia who
seem to support the war effort, it is likely
due to the fact that they are hearing a false

Ukraine’s tragedy demands our attention
pan, where Noah is Bureau Chief for The Economist, said it
People around the world are appalled at the violence in
took time to even understand what was happening.
Ukraine, but the importance of this faraway war goes bet the end of February, the words on everyone’s mind
“It seemed too crazy, risky, and dramatic to believe,” yond the tragedies in Ukraine, Noah said.
were Ukraine, Russia and War. Now, students and Noah said.
“Part of what Putin is doing is challenging the system, or
teachers are still aware of the unfolding events, but
Uliana agreed. “I always thought people who are in poli- world order, that’s been in place for a few decades,” Noah said,
it is no longer an active topic of
tics are responsible grown-ups,” “where America is the dominant power, and rules and systems
conversation.
she said. “It seems like they all and structures that govern international relations matter.”
And that is a problem, acwent insane.”
Feeling distraught over the events and eager to do what
cording to Noah Sneider, a
While attacking cities across he could do help, Noah started a Twitter account named
correspondent for The EconoUkraine and laying siege to ci- War in Translation (@WarTranslation) where he and other
mist magazine, who spent
vilian communities, Putin has volunteers translate materials from blogs and independent
seven years covering Russia
continued to say that his goal journalists from Russia and Ukraine into English, to bring
and Ukraine, including the
in Ukraine is to “denazify” those voices forward.
first phase of the war in eastern
and “demilitarize” the country,
“I was feeling very helpless and useless sitting here in
Ukraine in 2014.
and his government’s leaders Tokyo when this was happening so far away,” Noah said.
On March 25, Noah and his
echo this claim. In an interWhen students asked how to get involved, Noah and
wife, Uliana Dobrova, spoke
view on a British television sta- Uliana suggested finding ways to bring people’s attention
with the Journalism class over
tion, Deputy Defense Minister back to the war, like re-sharing posts, attending protests,
Zoom about their experiences
Dmitry Polyansky denied that and contributing to local efforts to support Ukraine. Uliwith the Russia-Ukraine war.
Russia is purposely attacking ana said that she has learned that even something as simple
Although they no longer live Noah Sneider and Uliana Dobrova meet on
Ukrainian civilians, saying that as wearing a COVID-19 mask in the Ukrainian flag colors
in Moscow, they have family Zoom with the Journalism staff on March 25.
those rumors
will draw people closer and start convermembers and friends living in
had been desations.
both countries and have been
bunked.
“If you have a small symbol on you,
doing their best to help from afar. The conversation ranged
“Everything they’re saying is more
like starting to put yellow and blue evfrom personal stories to political aspects to the influence than a lie, so twisted, it’s like a porridge
erywhere, the colors are so vivid, you
of media, and touched on ways that people here can get of propaganda statements,” Uliana said.
immediately notice it everywhere,” Uliinvolved.
Although censorship was already inana said. “You can wear these colors, this
“People in Ukraine are worried that everyone’s attention creasing in Russia under Putin, recently
will remind people immediately about
will fade in the rest of the world,” Noah said. “Trying to he established laws that make it a crime
the suffering and what’s happening. It’s
keep people’s attention and keep the pressure on, in terms for journalists to use words such as “atlike a QR code.”
of world opinion -- it’s not going to stop the bombs from tack,” “invasion,” and “war” to describe
Noah and Uliana emphasize that
falling, but governments in the United States and Europe what is happening now. Those words
staying informed and supporting Ukrairespond to what the public cares about.”
or expressing opposition to the war can
nian efforts pressures Western governUliana Dobrova
After Biden warned in late January that Russia was pre- land a journalist – or other citizen – in
ments and corporations to oppose the
paring to invade Ukraine, people feared war. These fears in- prison for 15 years. Additionally, social
war through public policy and commertensified when he evacuated U.S. diplomats from Ukraine. media networks ranging from Facebook to TikTok have cial practices.
On Feb. 24, President Vladimir Putin announced a been banned in Russia, leaving citizens with few sources of
“The aggregate pressure of the attitude of the world
“special military operation”, claiming that Ukraine was information beyond the government-run media.
matters,” Noah said. “So don’t forget.”
committing genocide against Russians and that the gov“Now the state has ‘tightened the screws,’ becoming more (Disclosure: Noah is the son of The Eastside Panther’s teachernment was run by Nazis, neither of which is true.
closed and adding more pressure,” Noah said. “Some people er/adviser.)
Noah and Uliana, who are currently living in Tokyo, Ja- go to protests, but every time you go, you risk being arrested.”
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By Stephanie Xiloj

“I always thought
people who are in
politics are
responsible grownups. It seems like they
all went insane.”

